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Abstract: Thymic tumours are a heterogeneous group of malignancies with a range of clinical
presentations. The most common types are thymoma and thymic carcinoma, but overall it remains a rare
cancer, and one without a clear aetiology. In this review of the epidemiology of the disease, the relationship
between sex, age, and ethnicity is reviewed, along with limited evidence on the genetics of the condition.
In terms of risk factors and potential causative factors, environmental exposures such as tobacco, radiation,
alcohol, or diet, seem to be irrelevant, but there is some evidence linking the development of thymoma and
thymic carcinoma with viral conditions, including Epstein Barr Virus. But data is not conclusive, and in the
absence of large patient numbers, it is difficult to prove causation. There has been good research looking
at the link between thymoma and other malignancies, either before or after the diagnosis. There does not
appear to be a significant increased likelihood of thymoma following other malignancies. But, there is a
suggestion, in several papers, that there is an increased risk of other malignancies following the diagnosis
of thymoma, although the magnitude of this risk is disputed. There does appear to be an increased risk of
non-Hodgkins Lymphoma after a diagnosis of thymoma, and this could be related to a disruption in T-cell
function caused by either the disease process or the treatment directed at the thymoma. In summary though,
it is a rare malignant process with a variety of presentations, often limited to the anterior mediastinum, and
without an aggressive disease profile.
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Thymoma is a rare malignancy which represents only
0.2–1.5% of all malignancies and has an estimated incidence
of between 0.13 and 0.32/100,000/year (1,2). Unfortunately,
there is limited published literature on which to base a
review of the epidemiology of this condition. The majority
of data come from relatively small, retrospective, single
centre cohort reviews with a small number of populationbased studies. However, it is possible to draw some
conclusions regarding the observed patterns in this, the
commonest tumour of the anterior mediastinum of the
chest. Of note, the European RARECARE network, uses
cancer registry data from within the EUROCARE projects
to assess the incidence, prevalence, and survival of rare
cancers in Europe.
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Sex
On balance the majority of evidence suggests sex has no
influence on the development of the disease (1-4), with some
studies suggesting a small predominance in males (5-7), and
others describe a small predominance in females (8,9).
Age
Thymoma is not a disease of young adults, but there is
reported variation in whether the peak incidence is in
middle age, 45–55 years, or as described by Engels et al.
incidence peaks in the 7 th decade (7). Engels et al. used
registry data from the American National Cancer Institute’s
Surveillance, Epidemiology and End Results (SEER)
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programme, between 1973–1998. This database reflects
26% of the American population, and is based on reported
malignant diagnoses. Therefore, it is likely that not all cases
of thymoma will have been captured by this registry-based
system, if clinicians or pathologists have reported a case as
benign in behaviour or limited to the thymic capsule. This
may influence the patient characteristics reported by Engels,
with an older cohort. However, although the population
peak incidence was late, the mean age at presentation
for this population cohort of 849 cases was still
56 years. Siesling et al. used data from the EUROCRE-4
(1978–2002) network of Cancer Registries in 21 countries
of Europe (4). Eleven were national registries, whilst in
10 countries the registries were regional, but the network
covered 40% of the total population in these European
countries. They reported a higher incidence of thymic
cancers in the over 65-year-old group. Several retrospective
single centre cohort reviews reported a mean age at diagnosis
of 45–55 years; 46 years (6), 46.5 years (9), 48.8 years (3),
51.8 years (5), and 54.7 years (10). The presentation in older
patients is in keeping with almost every malignant process,
attributed to age-related accumulation of genetic damage.
But it is striking that this is the case given the marked
reduction in size of the thymus gland itself with age.
Genetic predisposition and ethnicity
There does not appear to be any published literature
regarding familial clusters of thymoma, and so a specific
genetic mutation driving the development of this
malignancy of the thymic gland seems unlikely. However,
there is evidence of a variation in incidence between
ethnic groups suggesting some level of genetic influence.
Engels et al. published results using data from the SEER
programme in America in 2003 which documented an
increased incidence of thymoma among Blacks and Other
ethnic groups compared with Caucasians. The rates
reported were; 0.2/100,000 in blacks, 0.29/100,000 in
other races, compared with 0.13/100,00 in Caucasians (7).
They were able to subdivide ethnicity further for their
subsequent publication in 2010, which demonstrated an
overall incidence of 0.25/100,000 for Asian and Pacific
islanders. Within this ethnic group, specific racial groups
were represented; Japanese 0.30/100,000; Vietnamese
0.26/100,000; Filipino 0.18/100,000; Chinese and Korean
patients 0.17/100,000 (1). These SEER data were able to
demonstrate that the age at diagnosis varied with ethnicity
too, with black patients presenting earlier than Caucasians
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or Asian and Pacific islanders. The median age at diagnosis
for black Americans was 48 years, compared with 58 years
for Caucasians.
Within Europe there is less detail about ethnic
variation but the RARECARE data does show some
variation in the incidence of thymic malignancies in
different regions of Europe. A higher incidence rate was
reported in Central (1.9/million/year) and Southern
Europe (2.3/million/year) compared with Northern
(0.9/million/year) and Eastern Europe (1.2/million/year)
and the UK and Ireland (1.1/million/year) (4). Specific
ethnic patterns are not reported, and this may be because
there is no single system for recording ethnicity in use
amongst cancer registries across Europe.
Exposure
The ideal method to investigate potential causal agents in
the development of a condition is a case-control study. This
would allow direct comparison between environmental
exposures and the development of thymoma. Unfortunately,
no such case-control studies have been performed, and it
is difficult to see how they would be implemented given
the rarity of the condition. Despite the lack of definitive
evidence, there are no clear environmental or occupational
exposures for the development of thymoma. Nor are there
any published data regarding a link between tobacco,
alcohol, diet and thymoma.
Studies have been published looking for a possible
link between radiation to the chest and the development
of thymoma. Two papers report the long-term effects of
radiation to infants who received thymic radiation for benign
enlarged thymus glands. None of the infants developed
thymoma, although there was an increased rate of subsequent
thyroid carcinoma (11) and breast cancer (12). In addition,
there is no reported increase in the rate of thymoma
following radiotherapy to the chest for lung or breast cancer
or Hodgkins Lymphoma (1).
Given the intricate role the thymus plays in the
immune system, there has been much written about
possible links with other haematological disorders, with
immunosuppression, and other infections. Viruses are
implicated in other rare cancers, such as human herpes virus
8 in Kaposi sarcoma, but evidence in thymoma is limited.
Patton et al. describe a case study of a young 15-year-old
male who presented with a large anterior mediastinal mass,
and histopathology revealed a thymic epithelial tumour. A
year after combination chemo-radiotherapy, he developed
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Table 1 Risk of thymoma following selected other malignancies in the United States (1)
First malignancy

Thymoma cases, n

Standardised incidence ratio (95% CI)

Digestive system

8

1.0 (0.4–2.0)

Lung/bronchus

4

1.8 (0.5–4.7)

Female breast

14

1.3 (0.7–2.2)

Non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma

2

1.4 (0.2–5.1)

Hodgkin’s lymphoma

1

3.6 (0.1–20)

Soft tissue/heart

1

3.9 (0.1–21)

68

1.3 (1.0–1.7)

All sites

Data are from the National Cancer Institute’s Surveillance Epidemiology and End Results (SEER) program (available at: www.seer.cancer.
gov) SEER 9 1973–2006. Thymoma risk is evaluated in people who have survived for more than 2 months after initial cancer diagnosis.

recurrent disease, and at this stage, investigations revealed
a defective Epstein-Barr Virus DNA. They speculate
that this could have played a causative role (13). Further
evidence of a link between EBV and thymic disease, has
reported an association with thymic carcinoma, especially
lymphoepithelial subtype, and in thymic lymphoid
proliferation itself, rather than conclusive evidence of a
link with thymoma (14,15). Other studies reported the
detection of DNA from human T-cell lymphotropic virus
type I (HTLV-I) and human foamy virus (HFV) in a small
number of thymoma tumours, suggesting a potential
causative link (16,17). However, in 2004, Li et al. published
a study of 21 patients with thymoma and 20 patients with
other malignancies, to assess if there was evidence of either
of these viral infections. In conclusion they did not find
any HTLV-I or HFV DNA sequences in the thymoma
tissue examined, nor was there serological evidence of viral
infection (18).
A population-based cohort study of individuals
with AIDS has been made to review the link between
immunosuppression and malignancies. Whilst a
predominance of AIDS-related malignancies was seen,
within the group of non-AIDS related malignancies,
thymoma occurred with such infrequency that over a
32-year period it did not warrant its own category, so fell
within the ‘other/unknown’ cancer group. This only totalled
73/124 respectively from a total of 375,933 individuals with
AIDS and adequate follow-up data (19).
Thymoma and other malignancies
Several studies have looked at a potential link between
thymoma and other malignancies, both before and after a
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thymoma diagnosis. Using the SEER dataset from 1973–
2000, Travis et al. (2003) found a non-significant increased
risk of thymoma as a second cancer, but with no clear link
to a specific primary cancer (10). This was summarised
in table format in the Engels et al. publication of 2010,
see Table 1. However, Travis et al. did report an increased
rate of malignancy following the diagnosis of thymoma,
and quoted an estimated rate of 1 in 8 patients would
develop an extra-thymic malignancy within 15 years (10).
This result is supported by a single centre study from
Taiwan, comparing patients with thymoma (n=192) with
a group of patients who had a thymectomy for a nonthymoma diagnosis (n=253), and a third comparator group
of patients with nasopharyngeal carcinoma treated with
radiotherapy (n=1,426). They reported a rate of second
malignancy in the thymoma group of 8% compared with
4% in both comparator groups (20). An association between
thymoma and sarcoma, specifically malignant fibrous
histiocytoma, has been reported in a cohort of 102 Japanese
thymoma patients (21). However, it is not possible to draw
firm causal links based on a single small study. Wilkins
et al. reported a retrospective case note review of 136
thymoma patients, of whom 38 (28%) developed additional
malignancies, and 14 patients had 3 or more unrelated
malignancies (22). Gadalla et al. used the Swedish Cancer
registry to investigate this possible link, and reported a
2-fold increased risk of second malignancy in patients
with thymoma compared to the general population (23).
In contrast to this, data from SEER published by Engels
et al. reports no significant increased risk of subsequent
malignancies except non-Hodgkins lymphoma (1,7). This
may be because the patient demographics within the SEER
database are slightly different to other studies, given it relies
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Table 2 Parathymic syndromes in patients with thymoma (24)
Neuromuscular syndromes

Myasthenia gravis, Eaton-Lambert syndrome, myotonic dystrophy, limbic encephalopathy,
stiff-person syndrome, radiculopathy

Gastrointestinal disorders

Ulcerative colitis, regional enteritis

Collagen diseases and autoimmune
disorders

Systemic lupus erythematosus, sarcoidosis, scleroderma, rheumatoid arthritis, polymyositis,
dermatomyositis, acute pericarditis, myocarditis, cardiac disorders, Sjogren’s syndrome,
Raynaud’s disease

Immune deficiency syndromes

Hypogammaglobulinemia, T-cell deficiency syndrome

Dermatologic disorders

Pemphigus, alopecia, chronic mucocutaneous candidiasis

Endocrine disorders

Cushing’s syndrome, panhypopituitarism, Addison’s disease, hypertrophic osteoarthropathy

Renal disorders

Nephrosis, minimal change nephropathy, nephrotic syndrome

Hematological syndromes

Red cell aplasia, red cell hypoplasia, pernicious anemia, erythrocytosis, agranulocytosis,
multiple myeloma, hemolytic anemia, acute leukemia, T-cell lymphocytosis, pancytopenia

on the thymic tumour being classed as malignant, and is
an older cohort. It may simply be that younger patients
with more benign disease, as described in the other studies
have seen more realistic trends over time. The association
between thymoma and subsequent development of nonHodgkins lymphoma is believed to be due to the disruption
of T-cell function caused by either the thymoma itself or it’s
treatment. It is not possible to draw an absolute conclusion,
but there may well be a small increased risk of subsequent
malignancies in those individuals who develop a thymoma.
Paraneoplastic and autoimmune conditions
Patients with thymomas usually present in one of three
ways: with symptoms consistent with an anterior mediastinal
mass (30%), with Myasthenia Gravis (40%), or as incidental
findings in asymptomatic individuals (30%) (24). Of note,
only 10–15% of patients with myasthenia Gravis have
a thymoma. Other parathymic syndromes are seen in
approximately 5% of cases and these are listed in Table 2.
The commonest are hypogammaglobulinaemia, and red
cell aplasia, but also frequently reported are systemic
lupus erythematosus (SLE), pemphigus vulgaris, Sjogren’s
syndrome and Rheumatoid arthritis (8,9,23).
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